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Class 12

Merchant capitalism

Deﬁni1on: a merchant is someone who buys and sells
goods made by other people in order to make a
proﬁt, and/or lends money to make this possible.
Marx describes merchant capitalism as having two
aspects:
• Money - dealing capitalism – proﬁts are made by
lending money for interest
• Commercial capitalism – proﬁts are made from
buying and selling goods
Produc1on or industrial capitalism is diﬀerent – here
proﬁts are made in the producCon of commodiCes
through exploiCng workers.
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Capital is wealth that
has the poten1al to
create more wealth

Merchant capitalism has emerged over large
parts of the world, over many centuries, and can
operate within diﬀerent modes of producCon –
slavery, feudalism, etc. Merchant capitalism
developed in the Islamic world from the 800s and
in Europe from 1100s. It lasted into the 1800s.
In Western Europe merchant capitalism gave rise
to industrial capitalism as a social and economic
system.
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Reminder – produc1on and trade under feudalism
Towns: guilds of craMsmen who owned their own
tools. ProducCon of hand-made goods was
controlled to keep up prices, which were ﬁxed. So
guilds controlled a small market for the things they
produced. CompeCCon between producers was
eliminated.
Countryside: lords owned the land and serfs
worked it
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There was some local exchange of goods
between towns and country: towns provided
ﬁnished goods like clothes, shoes, utensils.
Land produced food. Most of what serfs
produced was used for immediate
consumpCon.
Exchange was quite local – “feeble
development of money exchange”. Trade did
not go beyond small regions and was limited
because of small surpluses produced, if any.

With the development of
Merchant Capitalism,
trade began to move
beyond local regions ….
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From around 1300 CE there was a rapid expansion of
trade between Europe and the East (China and
India). The Europeans imported spices, silk and
co\on texCles, velvet, perfumes, carpets, dyes, etc).
The Italian ciCes of Venice and Genoa formed the
hub. They sent ships to the East for goods, and then
sent these on to markets in other parts of Europe.
The Black Sea was an important point of exchange
for goods moving from the East into Europe.
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In 1453 an event took place which changed
the course of history. The O\omans
conquered ConstanCnople, which was the
capital of the Roman Empire. The name of
ConstanCnople was changed to Istanbul.
This conquest resulted in the collapse of major
trade routes through Europe to the East. So
another way had to be found to the East.
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AlternaCve routes to the East were sought
through the “voyages of discovery” to the
Americas and the East
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The trade routes to the Americas and the East
generated vast proﬁts for merchants, who bought
goods very cheaply from what became the colonies
and sold them for high prices in Europe. ImporCng of
cheap silver from Mexico and Peru allowed for a
rapid expansion in the circulaCon of money in
Europe.
The money economy (using money for exchange: for
example selling surplus agricultural produce for
money, and using this money to buy other goods)
expanded rapidly.

The immense wealth ﬂowing into Europe
strengthened the posiCon of the merchant class,
who became a strong support base for the
monarchy.
The monarchs supported the merchant
bourgeoisie because of the wealth they provided
through taxes, customs levies and loans.
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The merchant bourgeoisie supported the
monarchy because:
• the monarchs could raise armies and
navies to enforce monopolies on trade and
ﬁght wars to protect these monopolies.
These armies and navies could also protect
ships and cargoes against pirates and other
warring naCons.
• Monarchs supported “voyages of
discovery” which led to colonisaCon.

• monarchs also assisted in
the creaCon of joint-stock
companies such as the
Dutch East India Company
to which monarchs
granted trade monopolies
and outsourced territorial
control in the colonies.
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The growing strength of the merchant
bourgeoisie went hand in hand with the
centralisa1on of the monarchy.
A strong monarchy was able to overcome
the fragmentaCon of feudalism and assist
in creaCng greater markets and free
movement of goods.
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Consequences of the domina1on of merchant capital
• Pauperisa1on of people on land and towns.
Between early 1500 and late 1600 real wages had
fallen by nearly a half. Massive enrichment of
merchant bourgeoisie was accompanied by drasCc
decline in living standards of peasantry, craMsmen
and workers.
• Feudal lord’s lust for money led those in England
and Italy to replace corvee for money rent. Serfs
became transformed into peasants who rented
land for cash. Poor peasants became dispossessed.

• The enclosure system, and the seizing of
communal grazing lands, pushed poor peasantry
into the towns.
• Producers (peasants on the land and
handicraIsmen in the towns) become separated
from the means to produce. The dispossessed and
poor gathered in the town and were subjected to
low wages and punishment for “vagabondage”.
This is the beginning of the modern working class.
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• Expansion of the market beyond local
towns increased compe11on, division of
labour and specialisa1on in produc1on
(with some towns specialising in the
producCon of certain goods, such as
cloth, lace, armaments) and this resulted
in the collapse of the guilds.
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• SpecialisaCon in producCon meant that
there was greater need for middlemen or
merchants who could buy from one
locaCon and sell in another. This led in
Cme to a change in the rela1on between
craIsman and merchant, where the
merchant began to organise producCon
by puing out work to craMsmen working
from home in “co\age industries”,
especially in goods intended for export.

• Emergence of colonisa1on and a
world economy and the destrucCon
of indigenous producCon. Colonies
were the source of raw materials and
also markets for ﬁnished goods.
• Signiﬁcant increase in transatlanCc
slave trade
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“Merchant’s capital, when it holds a posiCon of
dominance, stands everywhere for a system of
robbery, so that its development among the
trading naCons of old and modern Cmes is
always directly connected with plundering,
piracy, kidnapping slaves, and colonial conquest;
as in Carthage, Rome, and later among the
VeneCans, Portuguese, Dutch etc.” (Capital vol 3,
pg. 331)
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